


CDT Common Questions Answered 

How long will my drawing take? 
The drawing wait time is on an individual circumstance basis. Ask Tati at 
curlydolltati@gmail.com. There may be a waiting list which would likely make it more than 
the average wait time of 3 weeks.  

What if I don’t like my drawing? When the drawing is near completion Tati will show you a 
sample of the drawing and give you a chance to speak up about making it to your liking. Tati 
will work with you to figure out what you like or dislike. It is best to send a picture of yourself 
that you are truly happy with. 

What if I don’t like the words on my drawing? 
Tati will give you a survey to help determine your personality and advice you would like to 
share.  She will ask you whether you would like to be quoted or have an inspirational poem 
written about you. You will then be asked to sign online documents to ensure the process 
runs smoothly and nothing is put on the internet that you do not agree with.  

How much is the price for the personalized illustration? 
The cost for September 2017 is $50 per drawing. Keep in mind this drawing is mixed media and will be taken from paper to 
Photoshop.  Tati asks that you keep how much it costs private in case it changes in the future. Payment will be taken after the 
drawing is completed and before it is posted on the website. You will be asked to sign a final consent form and then your payment 
is due. 

What forms of payment are accepted? PayPal & Cash

Can I put a Bible scripture as my Advice? Currently advice is limited to poems and personal quotes however you may reference 
God in your quote. Keep in mind Tati is a Christian artist but the website is open to all women with different religious backgrounds 
and ages. A quote must be approved my Tati as being child appropriate. 

What If I want to share some advice but I don’t want my drawing to look like me? Tati usually will try her best to make the 
picture look similar to you but if you want it to look different from you she can make that happen to protect your identity. 

Will I have to post the drawing on my social media accounts(Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest, Youtube)? First priority will go 
to women who are interested in sharing the drawing and telling their friends about curlydolltati.com. The website will be a lot more 
fun if many are checking to see whats new.  
What If I don’t respond to the final consent form? 
The drawing is CurlyDollTati’s artistic property to use and post. Slight alterations will be made to protect the integrity of your identity 
however the quote and original poem will not be used. Once the final sample drawing is sent with the final consent form you have 5 
business days to get it signed.  

Can I get a print made? Yes but there will be an extra cost for a print depending on the size and materials used. 

Can I get it on a t-shirt? Yes. The t-shirt will be made available for purchase on redbubble.com/curlydolltati for you and others for 
at least 3 months starting from the post date. It is not included in the price for the personalized illustration.

Any other questions please email Tati at Curlydolltati@gmail.com
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